The Bunbury Players’ presentation of ‘Allo ‘Allo, by Jeremy Lloyd and David Croft, in the Jubilee Centre at Mildenhall, 10th – 12th July 2008.

There is an old saying, “And some have greatness thrust upon them!” – which is exactly what happened for this splendidly entertaining performance by the very well-known Bunbury Players, who had packed houses in their ‘café setting’ every night of this latest endeavour.

For having assembled just enough males to fill the various roles (mainly in German uniforms!) – there was only one exception – director David Johnson found no-one willing to take on the key part of café owner Rene Artois – so he did it himself!

Frankly speaking, that was clearly to the benefit of the 300 or so patrons who gave the Bunbury Players their support, for David’s was a bravura performance of high quality, on which the whole evening was based.

For not only did he look the part – he sounded it! – and to close ones eyes and just listen took one very agreeably into the realms of the well-known and loved TV show! While there were some good performance by other well-known names, particularly good support came from Mandy Morrish (Edith, his wife) and Adam Boyle (Captain Bertorelli) in a welcome return.

While the German uniforms and other accoutrements were well up to scratch, it is fair to say that not all the “accents” (French and German) were sustained throughout the evening, the memory-search for the right lines coming sometimes at the cost of the accent! That there were a few ‘stumbles’ in the progression of the sixteen differing scenes was not the fault of the Players, on this one-dimensional stage. In fact, the management (directors and producer) are to be congratulated on the way they tackled what has often been a problem. The scenery directors did a fine job. In fact, some of those shorter ‘side-scenes’ gave rise to the most laughs, with some filthy one-liners and situation humour producing gales of well-deserved applause and laughter.

Throughout the evening, words used often in their quite excellent programme – “having fun”; “enjoying it” – were quite clearly predominant, with very few week links among this particular cast. And those who (very rightly) appeared in the long list of production credits can themselves take great pleasure in their efforts, which again gave younger and older Mildenhallers great enjoyment. But if this performance showed anything, it was that the ‘lead figure’ must be tip-top, sound, good – all such words! And in this occasion, they got it exactly right – well done, David Johnson!

John Barker

